The accurate forecasting of photovoltaic (PV) power generation is critical for smart grids and the renewable energy market. In this paper, we propose a novel short-term PV forecasting technique called the space-time convolutional neural network (STCNN) that exploits the location information of multiple PV sites and historical PV generation data. The proposed structure is simple but effective for multi-site PV forecasting. In doing this, we propose a greedy adjoining algorithm to preprocess PV data into a space-time matrix that captures spatio-temporal correlation, which is learned by a convolutional neural network. Extensive experiments with multi-site PV generation from three typical states in the US (California, New York, and Alabama) show that the proposed STCNN outperforms the conventional methods by up to 33% and achieves fairly accurate PV forecasting, e.g., 4.6-5.3% of the mean absolute percentage error for a 6 h forecasting horizon. We also investigate the effect of PV sites aggregation for virtual power plants where errors from some sites can be compensated by other sites. The proposed STCNN shows substantial error reduction by up to 40% when multiple PV sites are aggregated.
Introduction
Recently, various renewable energy sources have been integrated into power grids to resolve fossil fuel depletion and environmental problems such as global warming. Among various renewable energy sources, photovoltaic (PV) power generation has received considerable attention because of its abundance and cleanness. The Paris Agreement has recently stressed the necessity of using renewable energy, and global penetration of PV generation rapidly increases [1] . However, PV power outputs heavily depend on weather conditions such as clouds, temperature, and humidity, and this causes substantial uncertainties, which brings adverse effects on economic benefit and the stability of power grids. Thus, accurate PV forecasting techniques are needed to exploit economical advantages and balance the power grid.
In the literature, many forecasting schemes have been proposed to improve forecasting accuracy. Since non-stationary characteristics of solar irradiance mainly come from cloud movement and its stochastic blocking of sunlight [1] , the works in [2, 3] used cloud motion vector schemes using sky imagers. However, sky imagers are too costly to be deployed with all PV sites, and they are also only capable of predicting in a very short-term horizon, i.e., less than an hour. The works in [4, 5] use satellite images for hourly PV output forecasting. However, wide-area satellite images are not capable of capturing site-specific information, and thus not good for site-specific PV forecasting. The works in [6, 7] use forecasted cloud information to improve forecasting accuracy. However, these schemes heavily depend on meteorological administration or the national weather service, and thus may not be adequate when weather forecasting is not accurate.
In this regard, several studies have recently used multi-site spatio-temporal historical data for PV forecasting without requiring exogenous cloud data [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . For example, simple and fast multi-site forecasting techniques using autoregressive (AR) are used in [8, 9] , and the work in [10] further develops the AR model into the local vector AR model considering local climate change. However, nonlinear methods outperform the linear techniques for forecasting horizons more than an hour [17] , and recent studies have used machine learning techniques to predict multi-site PV output for hourly horizons. For example, feedforward neural network (FNN) [11] and long short-term memory (LSTM) [12] [13] [14] are proposed for multi-site spatio-temporal PV forecasting. Artificial neural networks are also widely used in many other fields such as mechanical engineering [18] , industrial engineering [19] , and economy [20] as well as PV forecasting. Since LSTM is good for time-series forecasting by processing sequence information using internal memory, forecasting accuracy has been improved. In addition, spatial information can trace the indirect showing of cloud image, and recent studies exploit convolutional neural network (CNN) [15, 16] to capture the complex spatial dependencies. As passing clouds certainly influence neighboring PV sites sequentially, they can capture cloud cover and cloud movement by considering spatial relations with improved forecasting performance.
Previous spatio-temporal solar forecasting studies had some limitations. First, many studies did not fully exploit the spatial information of multiple PV sites [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The PV values are simply concatenated as one vector without considering the locational relations, where tracing cloud movements cannot be exploited. Second, recent studies exploiting spatial information have very high model complexity as locational relations of the PV sites are represented by a large number of matrices [15] or complex graphs [16] , which in turn require very long training data (e.g., at least more than five years) and thus is not suitable for newly-built PV sites. One might think that transfer learning can be applied by transferring the information obtained from data-rich sites to a newly-built sites. However, newly-built PV sites have their own locational information, which cannot be learned from spatial information of other sites. In this regard, a simple and low complex forecasting model capturing spatial and temporal features is required.
In this regard, we propose a simple space-time convolutional neural network (STCNN) for multi-sites PV forecasting. The STCNN represents spatial and temporal information in the rows and the columns of the input matrix. This technique is generally used in traffic forecasting [21] [22] [23] as traffic can be represented in one-dimension. Thus, spatio-temporal information of the traffic can be easily learned without a complex model structure or massive training data. We leverage this method in the area of PV forecasting to learn spatial and temporal features simultaneously with low computational requirements. In order to capture the spatial relations of the multi-site PV generation into one-dimension, we apply an ordering method called a greedy adjoining algorithm (GAA) to serialize two-dimensional PV site information while keeping the local PV sites adjacent to each other. This enables indirect capturing of cloud cover and cloud movements with simple matrix structure. The proposed method is particularly effective when the periods of historical PV data are not sufficiently long, e.g., just one year; this can be a typical case for many recently built PV sites. However, when a longer period of historical data is available (e.g., more than 5 years), methods with higher complexity such as [15, 16] might be more accurate.
We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows. We develop a framework for multi-site PV forecasting technique using STCNN in the area of PV forecasting. Our model is based on CNN and takes a space-time matrix as an input, which is derived from geographic location and the historical datasets of multi-site PV generation to learn cloud cover and movement indirectly. Two-dimensional geographical PV site information is serialized into one dimension by using the GAA, which enables using a space-time matrix in the PV forecasting area. To verify the proposed forecasting technique, we perform extensive experiments based on diverse multi-site PV generation data. Specifically, to reflect various geographic conditions, we use 238 sites in California, 67 sites in New York, and 103 sites in Alabama, i.e., PV generation from west, east, and southeast parts of the US. The experimental results confirm that the proposed STCNN outperforms other existing models of AR, FNN, and LSTM for short-term PV forecasting. For example, for 6 h forecasting horizon, the proposed algorithm achieves 4.6%, 4.8%, and 5.3% of the mean absolute percentage errors for California, New York and Alabama, respectively. These results have up to a 33% improvement compared to the popular existing methods. In addition, we find that our model is particularly effective for an aggregated forecasting for multiple PV sites, e.g., for virtual power plant (VPP) application [24] . When tracking the cloud movements is somewhat incorrect, it predicts some regions to have more clouds, which induces under-forecasting, while some other regions to have fewer clouds, which induces over-forecasting. This results in the balanced forecasting when aggregated, and errors from over-forecasted sites can be compensated by other under-forecasted sites. When the generations of multiple PV sites are aggregated, we show that the proposed STCNN has the highest error reduction by up to 40% compared to the existing methods of [10] [11] [12] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the methodologies and propose the STCNN based forecasting technique. In Section 3, we describe the model selection of STCNN. In Section 4, performance evaluations are provided, followed by the conclusion in Section 5.
Proposed Methodology

Space-Time Matrix
The proposed GAA serializes the PV generating sites so that the local PV sites stay adjacent to each other in ordering, which transfers two-dimensional spatial information of the PV sites into one-dimension. Let D(p, q) denote the distance between two PV sites denoted by p and q. The distance can be defined as geographic distance, measured by latitude and longitude information such as
where p x , q x are the latitude positions and p y , q y are the longitude positions of the sites, respectively. To serialize PV sites, we need to select the first PV site. Since the PV output values of the first site are located at the edge of the space-time matrix, the first PV site experiences low-level features [25] . Thus, we select the most remote PV site as the first PV site, denoted by s(1), as follows:
where P 1 denotes a set of all PV sites. Let s(n) denote the n-th selected PV site. Then, s(n) is determined by
where P n = P n−1 \ {s(n − 1)} and N = |P 1 |. In this way, we repeatedly select s(n), which is the closest to s(n − 1) in a set of unselected sites P n . This process results in a vector [s(1) · · · s(N)] T that implicitly contains the spatial relationship of PV sites. We now construct a space-time matrix X t at time slot t, which is the input of CNN. Spatial and temporal information is represented in the rows and the columns of the input matrix. Let x s(n),t denote the PV output value at time slot t on the site s(n). When we use the past M values at time slot t, the n-th row consists of [x s(n),t−M+1 , x s(n),t−M+2 , · · · , x s(n),t ], and thus we have
Convolutional Neural Network
CNNs have a great ability of extracting features from the input matrix and have been applied to many prediction applications with feature extractions [15, 16, [21] [22] [23] . The CNN for multi-site PV forecasting has three types of layers: convolutional layer, max pooling layer, and fully connected layer. The convolutional layer has the locally-connected property, which makes output neurons connected to their local nearby PV generation. Kernels are used for convolution operation, and the number of kernels determines how many features are extracted. The max pooling layer combines the cluster of output neurons into a single neuron to select the maximum value of each cluster. After the features are extracted, the output features are concatenated into a dense vector. This vector is fully connected with the output.
To predict the next H hours of PV generation, the dimension of the output matrix is given by N × H. Let the predicted output space-time matrix at time slot t beŶ t and the target output space-time matrix at time slot t be Y t such aŝ
wherex s(n),t+h is the predicted PV output value at time slot t + h on the site s(n). Our objective is to find the model parameters that minimize the error betweenŶ and Y. The mean squared error (MSE) is employed, and our objective function is given by
where · F is the Frobenius norm, and θ represents the model parameters. Using the back-propagation with gradient descent during training, weights and biases are adjusted with their gradients. The feature extraction, forecasting, and back-propagation process are repeated until convergence. After the training process is completed, the CNN model is used for PV power forecasting. The overall architecture of the proposed STCNN is summarized in Figure 1 . Algorithm 1 summarizes the STCNN training process. 
s(n) = argmin q∈P n D(s(n − 1), q) //space-time matrix construction 5: B ← φ 6: for all available time slot t do 7:
construct X t according to (4) using D 8:
construct Y t according to (6) using D 9:
put an training instance (X t , Y t ) into B //model training 10: initialize all learnable model parameters θ in STCNN 11: repeat 12:
select a batch of instances from B 13:
find θ by minimizing (7) with the selected batch of instances 14: until convergence
Model Selection
There are three critical factors that need to be considered when designing the structure of STCNN: the size of input and output space-time matrices, hyperparameters related with convolutional layers and max pooling layers, and the depth of the STCNN. First, we describe PV generation data used for training and testing. Then, we describe how the hyperparameters of the proposed STCNN are chosen.
Data Description
We use the PV generation data of California, New York, and Alabama, i.e., west, east, and southeast parts of the US, released by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [26] .
These one year long datasets are also used by other studies to evaluate the forecasting algorithms [13, 27, 28] . We consider the PV sites having fixed tilt PV modules equal to the latitude. Consequently, 238 sites in California, 67 sites in New York, and 103 sites in Alabama are selected. The data are normalized between 0 and 1 using the installed PV generation capacity, and sampled every 1 h. The dataset is split into training set (60%), validation set (20%), and test set (20%).
Hyperparameter Selection of the Proposed STCNN
The size of the space-time matrix is determined by the number of PV sites and time steps; the number of rows N is simply equal to the number of PV sites, but the number of time steps (i.e., M for the input matrix X and H for the output matrix Y) need be chosen accordingly. Since a reasonable time horizon is 6 h when exogenous weather data are not used [17] , we determine H = 6. Based on this, we determine M = 18 to reflect the entire day (24 h).
Then, we determine the kernel size of convolutional layers and the cluster size of max pooling layer. Since there is no general rule for these, we refer to the well-known CNN architectures such as AlexNet [29] and VGGNet [30] . As the size of the proposed space-time matrix is relatively smaller than conventional images, we select the smallest kernel size and cluster size of the referred networks. In this regard, the kernel size of convolutional layers is set to (3, 3) , and the cluster size of pooling layers is set to (2, 2) .
Next, we choose the number of layers (depth) using the validation set. Batch normalization is applied to accelerate the training by reducing internal covariate shift and also to prevent overfitting [31] . For an activation function, rectified linear unit (ReLU) is applied to prevent the vanishing gradient problem [32] . All networks are initialized with He initialization [33] and trained based on the Adam optimizer [34] using the mini-batch size of 128. Our framework is built using Tensorflow [35] . Figure 2 shows the validation errors in the number of epochs for all three states. The number of kernels is set to the multiples of 32 as in the referred network. As can be seen, depth-1 models show the worst performance for all three states, but depth-2, depth-3, and depth-4 show similar performances. Table 1 summarizes the MSE of the validation set according to the depth of CNN. Model complexity is measured by the number of learnable model parameters in the CNN (i.e., weights and biases). Note that the depth-1 model has the highest model complexity as it has only one max pooling layer. Depth-3 shows the smallest MSE with the reasonable model complexity. In this regard, we select the depth-3 model with the number of kernels in each layer, 128, 64, and 32, respectively. In addition, the epoch is set to 150 that shows the smallest MSE. The final structure of the proposed STCNN is shown in Table 2 . 
Hyperparameter Selection of the Compared Models
We compare the proposed STCNN model with three well-known methods: AR [10] , FNN [11] , and LSTM [12] . The AR based model uses a single-layer perceptron so that forecasting output values are linearly dependent on the previous values of all sites [10] . The FNN based model uses a two-layer perceptron network as in [11] . When training greater number of layers, it spends additional time with few differences in MSE of the validation set. The number of hidden nodes is determined to be twice the number of input nodes based on the validation set. The LSTM based model uses a two-layer LSTM network as in [12] , where the outputs of the first layer become the inputs of the second layer, and the last LSTM cell is used to generate the predicted output values. The two-layer LSTM can make the second layer capture longer-term dependencies of the input sequence [36] . The number of hidden nodes is determined to be twice the number of output nodes based on the validation set.
Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance of each prediction scheme, three performance metrics are used, the normalized root mean square error (NRMSE), the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) defined in [37, 38] , which are given by
where T is a test dataset,Ŷ T t and Y T t are the t-th predicted and target output space-time matrices in the test dataset, respectively, P 0 is the installed PV generation capacity, and · 1,1 is the L 1 norm of the matrix. Note that, if Y T t is already normalized by the installed capacity for better training, which is the case of this paper, P 0 is simply 1. Figure 3 shows the space-time matrix (238 sites and 7 days) of California. Figure 3a ,b are for the cases before and after the GAA is applied, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 3b , PV generations become highly correlated after the GAA. Figure 4 shows the normalized PV generation profiles of 238 PV sites in California for seven days; the dashed line shows the mean PV generation, and each colored line represents individual PV generation. The peak of total PV generation is 5897 MW, which roughly corresponds to six nuclear power plants. We see that 238 sites have diverse generation profiles because of cloud cover and cloud movement even in California. Table 3 shows the PV forecasting errors for AR, FNN, LSTM, and the proposed STCNN for all the sites in California, New York, and Alabama. AR shows the worst performance, and FNN improves the performance compared to AR. LSTM is substantially better than AR and FNN, and STCNN outperforms all three models. For example, in the case of MAPE, STCNN achieves 3.98%, 4.02%, and 4.39% in California, New York, and Alabama, respectively. This confirms that the intuition of sorting PV sites using the GAA and extracting spatial features using convolutional network works well. We then evaluate the performance at each forecasting horizon of individual PV sites. Figure 5 shows NRMSE, MAPE, and MASE for every forecasting horizon. All the models show similar performances at 1 h forecasting horizon. However, the performance of AR model starts to degrade sharply after 2 h horizon because forecasting heavily depends on nonlinearity. After 2 h horizon, the accuracy of FNN is better than AR, and LSTM shows better performance than FNN. The proposed STCNN outperforms all the other algorithms after 2 h horizon, and at 6 h horizon, the STCNN shows 4.6%, 4.8%, and 5.3% of MAPE for California, New York and Alabama states, respectively, which are 4-33% improvement compared to the other models. The performance gap between LSTM and STCNN tends to increase in forecasting horizon. Although STCNN sometimes has similar performance with LSTM, e.g., 5 h horizon in California, or 6 h horizon in Alabama, STCNN steadily shows better performance than all the other algorithms. 
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Next, we investigate the effect of PV sites aggregation, which is the concept of VPP [24] . In this case, the results can be different from the previous cases because errors from one site can be compensated by other sites. Thus, balancing over-forecasting errors and under-forecasting errors is more important in addition to reducing individual PV sites errors. First, we demonstrate the locational dependency of forecasting accuracy to see the ratio of over-forecasting and under-forecasting. Figure 6 shows the mean errors of each PV site for all forecasting horizons, where over-forecasting and under-forecasting errors are set to positive and negative, respectively. The proposed STCNN model shows that the ratio of over-forecasting and under-forecasting is best balanced as well as the forecasting errors is the lowest. By contrast, the other models show that the number of over-forecasted sites is much higher than the number of under-forecasted sites. This can be intuitively interpreted as the effect of exploiting the spatial information, which enables indirect capturing of cloud cover and cloud movements. When tracking the cloud movements is somewhat incorrect, it induces that some regions have more clouds while some other regions have fewer clouds. This results in the balanced over-forecasting and under-forecasting, which can have a high potential of reducing errors when PV sites are aggregated. We then see the performance of aggregated PV sites in terms of MAPE to see the effect of PV aggregation. We normalize the aggregated data between 0 and 1 using the number of PV sites for each state. Table 4 shows the MAPE of PV forecasting for AR, FNN, LSTM, and the proposed STCNN for the aggregated PV sites in California, New York, and Alabama, and Figure 7 shows MAPE and MASE for every forecasting horizon. We see the different performance results from the individual performance. For example, LSTM, the second best model, shows the worst improvement of MAPE after aggregation, and the performance is sometimes even worse than FNN. Nevertheless, as can be seen in Table 4 and Figure 7 , the proposed STCNN model outperforms all the other algorithms in most cases. In addition, the noticeable result is that the proposed STCNN shows the highest MAPE improvement. The performance improvement over the other models becomes much larger than the case of individual PV sites forecasting, which shows the benefit of balanced over-forecasting and under-forecasting. Figure 8 demonstrates the aggregated PV generation of all sites in New York and its forecasting. Figure 8a shows the result of 2 h horizon. The STCNN shows accurate forecasting by closely following the real PV generation while the forecasted profiles of the other methods deviate from the real generation. Figure 8b compares the predictions for 6 h horizon. Obviously, the forecasting errors become larger as forecasting horizon increases, but we still observe that the performance of STCNN is better than the other models. These results confirm that the proposed STCNN model effectively captures the cloud cover and cloud movement. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel short-term (up to 6 h) spatio-temporal PV forecasting framework. By extracting spatio-temporal features from the multi-site PV datasets, the proposed STCNN indirectly captured the cloud cover and cloud movement without using a complex model structure. In doing this, we proposed the GAA to construct the space-time matrix that retains the spatial and temporal relations of the multi-site PV generations. Then, CNN is applied to learn spatio-temporal relations of multi-site PV generation. Extensive simulations with multiple PV sites in California, New York, and Alabama showed that the proposed STCNN outperforms the other forecasting models based on AR, FNN, and LSTM in terms of NRMSE, MAPE, and MASE. In addition, the proposed STCNN shows the highest error reduction when multiple PV sites are aggregated. We expect that STCNN can be further extended by being combined with other algorithms. For example, the combination of STCNN and LSTM is possible. Since LSTM is generally better than CNN in time-series forecasting, the performance can be improved when the spatial features are extracted by CNN and the temporal features are extracted by LSTM.
